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BACKGROUND (A PERSONAL VIEW!)

1. GIS originally focussed on paper map as output

• anything is better than drawing by hand

• no great emphasis on execution time

2. Paper output supports high resolution

• display screen is of limited resolution

• can admit less precise algorithms

• Ex:  buffer zone computation (spatial range query)
a. usually use a Euclidean distance metric (L2)

• takes a long time
b. can be sped up using a quadtree and a

Chessboard distance metric (L∞)
• not as accurate as Euclidean — but may not

be able to perceive the difference on a display
screen!

• as much as 3 orders of magnitude faster

3. Users accustomed to spreadsheets

• GIS should work like a spreadsheet

• fast response time

• ability to ask “what if” questions and see the
results

• incorporate a database for seamless integration of
spatial and nonspatial (i.e., attribute data)
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GENERAL SPATIAL DATABASE ISSUES

1. Why do we want a database?
• to store data so that it can be retrieved efficiently
• should not lose sight of this purpose

2. How to integrate spatial data with nonspatial data

3. Long fields in relational database are not the answer
• a stopgap solution as just a repository for data
• does not aid in retrieving the data
• if data is large in volume, then breaks down as

tuples get very large

4. A database is really a collection of records with fields
corresponding to attributes of different types
• records are like points in higher dimensional space

a. some adaptations take advantage of this analogy
b. however, can act like a straight jacket in case of

relational model

5. Retrieval is facilitated by building an index
• need to find a way to sort the data
• index should be compatible with data being stored
• choose an appropriate zero or reference point
• need an implicit rather than an explicit index

a. impossible to foresee all possible queries in
advance

b. explicit would sort two-dimensional points on
the basis of distance from a particular point P
• impractical as sort is inapplicable to points

different from P
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6. Identify the possible queries and find their analogs in
conventional databases

• e.g., a map in a spatial database is like a relation in
a conventional database (also known as spatial
relation)
a. difference is the presence of spatial attribute(s)
b. also presence of spatial output

7. How do we interact with the database?

• SQL may not be easy to adapt

• graphical query language

• output may be visual in which case a browsing
capability (e.g., an iterator) is useful

8. What strategy do we use in answering a query that
mixes traditional data with nontraditional data?

• need query optimization rules

• must define selectivity factors
a. dependent on whether index exists on

nontraditional data
b. if no, then select on traditional data first

• Ex: find all cities within 100 miles of the Mississippi
River with population in excess of 1 million

a. spatial selection first if region is small (implies
high spatial selectivity)

b. relational selection first if very few cities with a
large population (implies high relational
selectivity)
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SPECIFIC SPATIAL DATABASE ISSUES

1. Representation

• bounding boxes versus disjoint decomposition

2. How are spatial integrity constraints captured and
assured?

• edges of a polygon link to form a complete object

• line segments do not intersect except at vertices

• contour lines should not cross

3. Interaction with the relational model

• spatial operations don’t fit into SQL

a. buffer
b. nearest to ...
c. others ...

• difficult to capture hierarchy of complex objects
(e.g., nested definition)

4. Spatial input is visual

• need a graphical query language
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5. Spatial output is visual

• unlike conventional databases, once operation is
complete, want to browse entire output together
rather than one tuple at-a-time

• don’t want to wait for operation to complete before
output
a. partial visual output is preferable

• e.g., incremental spatial join and nearest
neighbor

b. multiresolution output is attractive

6. Functionality

• determining what people really want to do!

7. Performance

• not enough to just measure the execution time of
an operation

• time to load a spatial index and build a spatially-
indexed output is important

• sequence of spatial operations as in a spatial
spreadsheet
a. output of one operation serves as input to

another
• e.g., cascaded spatial join

b. spatial join yields locations of objects and not
just the object pairs
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CHALLENGES:

1. Incorporation of geometry into database queries
without user being aware of it!
• find geometric analogs of conventional database

operations (e.g., ranking semi-join yields discrete
Voronoi diagram)

• extension of browser concept to permit more
general browsing units based on connectivity (e.g.,
shortest path), frequency, etc.

2. Spatial query optimization
• different query execution plans
• use spatial selectivity factors to choose among them

3. Graphical query specification instead of SQL

4. Incorporation of time-varying data
• how to represent rates?

5. Incorporation of imagery

6. Develop spatial indices that support both location-
based (“what is at X”?) and feature-based queries
(“where is Y”?)

7. Incorporate rendering attributes into database
objects or relations
• queries based on the rendering attributes
• Ex:  find all red regions
• query by content (e.g., image databases)

8. GIS on the Web and distributed data and algorithms

9. Knowledge discovery

10. Interoperability
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